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- Manually shrunk further: 339kB
  - No keyboard, VGA, or printk
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- x86 boot track (65024 bytes)
  - GRUB and other bootloaders fit just fine
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- In a clean way suitable for inclusion in upstream Linux
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- Required: Implement at least one of the “ambitious” size-reduction goals
- Implement whatever else you can
- Stretch goal: Hit the 64kB target to put Linux in the x86 boot track
- Anything else you want to do to make Linux more suitable for embedded systems.
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- Andi Kleen, Intel
  - LTO expertise
- Kernel developers in Portland and elsewhere
- LKML
  - Send patches for review as you complete them
  - Merge windows align perfectly
Previous Capstones

- Virtual Ring Routing for Linux
- X.org nested driver
  - Currently upstream, X.org is deprecating a pile of old code in favor of the results of this project.
- New X.Org server for MacOS X
  - Apple’s X.org developer planning to ship it ASAP, hoping to replace the current server in the future.
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